Improve The Correctness of Instrument Washing In The Operating Room of The CSSD By Using Equipment And Environmental Planning
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Introduction
Decontamination area is the Instrument output hub of the Operating Room of The CSSD. It is a very important part in the cleaning and washing of instruments. Improper cleaning instruments, in addition to the risk of infection, May also Generate more medical disputes. Equipment and environmental planning, improve staff knowledge, equipment improvement, and regularly check the correctness of staff washing, improve the quality of quality instruments, maintain patient safety, Also enhance the working atmosphere of health care.

Methods
Observing personnel cleaning and soaking enzymes on October 29, 2018 and November 5, 2018, total of 2731 operations, washing accuracy is only 43.2%. The main reason is the lack of awareness of staff, lack of related equipment, incomplete check operation, make improvement, Implementation measures include staffing guides and educational training courses, Commission related equipment installation equipment, Establish an audit mechanism, Regular check.

Results
After improvement, CSSD instrument washing accuracy improved from 43.2% to 100%, And continue to maintain

Conclusion
Interventions using equipment and environmental planning improvements, in addition to the actual improvement of staff's correctness of mechanical washing, More praise for the use of field equipment, Improve surgical quality and patient safety.
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